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INTRODUCTION 
Since Matsumoto’s (cf. [15, 161) computation of the K2 of a field, there 
has been some effort to generalize his results to other classes of rings: Den- 
nis and Stein [6] gave a presentation of the K2 of a commutative discrete 
valuation ring by Steinberg symbols, which had to satisfy a list of seven 
relations. Then Maazen and Stienstra [ 141 observed that there is a simpler 
presentation with Dennis-Stein symbols, which holds for commutative 
local rings with finite residue class fields. Finally, v.d. Kallen [8] showed 
that this presentation holds also, if the residue class field is big enough. 
In this paper we extend these result in a unified way to non-commutative 
local rings along the lines of [13]. This solves problems posed in [4] and 
[S], and generalizes the results of Rehmann [17] and Dennis [3]. We 
show that for a local ring A there is a short exact sequence 
where [A*, A*] is the commutator subgroup of the group of units A* of A 
and D,(A) is the group of Dennis-Stein symbols defined by generators 
(a, b) for 1 +&CA*, subject to the relations 
(Rl) (a, 6). (-b, -a) = 1 
(R2) (w. b) * (ba, Y> = (a, 9) 
(R3) (a, b). Cc, d). (<a, b))-’ = Cnc, “4, 
n=(l+ub)(l+bu)-’ 
(R4) (a, b) . (hd-‘, (c-b) 2-l) = (a, c), 
8= 1 +bu. 
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The connexion with Steinberg symbols is given by the following result: Let 
D,(A) be generated by the Steinberg symbols {u, u}, U, u E A *, subject to 
the relations 
(Vl) {U,l--u}=l 
(V2) {uu, w} = u{u, w} . (u, w} 
(V3) {4+@,~}=1, 
where U(u, w  } = { ‘0, “w}. We show, that for any local ring A with residue 
class field #IF, the groups D,(A) and D,(A) are isomorphic. In general, the 
kernel of the surjective map from D,(A) to D,(A) is generated by the 
relations 
(V4) {u, -u} = 1 
(V5) {uJ+qu,} . 1+YU’{(l+U1q)-1U2, (l+q~,)-‘(l+q(~,+%))~ 
= {u, 1+qu,}. 1+y”l{(l+ulq)-1u2, (1 +qul)rlu +du, +m, 
where q E rad A, u1 + u2 = u1 + u2 E rad A. 
As a peculiar fact this implies that the presentation given by Dennis and 
Stein [6] is redundant: two of the more complicated relations listed there 
are superfluous. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In this preliminary section we recall some of the results of [12, 133 about 
the modified Steinberg group St’(2, A) and obtain its structure in case A is 
a local ring. 
For any ring A with unit 1 let E(2, A) denote the elementary linear 
group generated by the elementary matrices E,,(a) = (A 1) and E21(b) = 
(i y), a, b E A. For simplicity we write c1 for the pair of indices 12, -a for 21 
and /3 for an arbitrary root. The Steinberg group St(2, A) is defined by 
generators ~~(a), a E A, subject to the relations 
W ) x,(a) x,(b) =-da + b) 
(S2) ~,(~)x~.(u)w,(u)~‘=x,(--uau), ueA*, 
where w,Ju) := x0(u) x-@( -u-I) x~(u). It is easy to see that (Sl) and (S2) 
imply that the corresponding relations with c( replaced by --a are true as 
well. Let f denote the canonical surjective homomorphism from St(2, A) to 
E(2, A) and S(1, A) the inverse image of E(2, A) n GL(1, A) in St(2, A). 
Thus XE S(1, A) if and only if f(x) = (;f y) for some u E A*. Let YE A. A 
y-pair in St(2, A) consists of two elements 
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xy = p’ f1 (X,(U,Y) x-,(bi)) 
i= 1 
Xy=P’ fj txc2tai) x-x(Ybi)) 
i= I 
with p E S( 1, A). Note that 
for some ~1, /I, y, 6 E A. Thus, if xy and xY lie in S( 1, A), the element xy. xy i 
is contained in the kernel of f, which is denoted by K,(2, A). Define 
W(2, A) to be the normal subgroup of St(2, A) generated by the following 
elements: 
(a) t.x,(a).t-‘.xX(-ua) t.X_,(u)~t-lx_.(-uau-‘), 
where teS(l,A) andf(t)=(;; 7) 
(b) x.” . x?, ‘, where (xy, x.“). is a y-pair with xy, xy E S( 1, A). 
The quotient group St’(2, A) := St(2, A)/W(2, A) is the modified Stein- 
berg group, which was studied in [ 12, 131 for an arbitrary ring A. Now 
W(2, A) is contained in K,(2, A) and we denote the quotient by Kz(2, A). If 
A is a local ring, it satisfies Bass’ stable range condition SR,, hence the 
prestability theorem of [lo] implies that K;(2, A) and K,(A) are 
isomorphic, and we have a short exact sequence 
O+K,(A)+St’(2, A)+E(2,A)-+O. 
As usual let h,(u) := wII(u) wB( - 1) for u E A*. If a, h are from A, such that 
E := 1 + ub is invertible, 6 := 1 + ha is invertible as well and the Dennis- 
Stein symbol (a, b ), is defined by 
(~,b)~=x~(u)x~~(b)x~(-~c’u)x~~(-~b)h~(E*)-’. 
Clearly we have 
thus (a, b), is contained in S( 1, A). The following lemma was proved in 
[13, Lemma 1.11: 
LEMMA 1.1. The elements (uy, b), and (a, yb);((bu, y))-’ form a 
y-pair. 
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Let Sti(2, A) be defined by generators X,&J) subject to the relations (Sl), 
(S2) and 
(S3) (4 b)..X,(P).((U, b).)-‘=x,wlP) 
(a, b);x-,(p)*((a, b),)-l=x-.(P~&--l), 
where E= 1 +ab, E*= 1 +ba, 
(S4) cay, 6); <ba, y>,= (4 Yb).. 
Lemma 1.1 implies that St’(2, A) is a quotient of Sti(2, A). Before we prove 
that both groups are equal if A is a local ring, we recall some relations, 
which hold in Sti(2, A) and were proved in [ 13, Proposition 1.7, 
Proposition 1.10, Lemma 1.11, Proposition 1.121. We use the following 
notation: Let u E A*, a, b E A. 
uu := mu-’ 
“(a, b)B := (uu, buP’)8 
(a, 6); := (au, u-‘b)B. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. The following relations hold in St;(2, A): 
(a) <a, b); C-6 -a>, = 1 
(b) (a, 6); Cc, d);((a, b),)-‘= <‘k “d), 
wherez=(l+ub)(l+bu)-’ 
(c) h,(u).(u,b)..h,(B)=“(u,b)..h,(&u), wheret=l+bu 
(d) (a, b), ‘(&-‘a, c-b),= (a, c),, where E= 1 +ab, d= 1 +bu. 
The following technical lemma was also proved in [13, Lemma 1.151, 
and will be used below: 
LEMMA 1.3. Let .C := 1 + py E A*, E, := 1 + yp, cry := 1 + buye A*, 
OY := 1 + ybu and r := p + ba + bayp. Then we have 
cryey= 1 +ry 
a,c,=l+yr 
and the following holds in Sti(2, A): 
h,(Ey). <UY, b)a * h,(oY) 
= “‘Cay, b >, . h,( ~y&y).(~,~)or.hol(~~).<a, yb)m-h,(ay) 
=EY<u, yb);((ba, Y>,)-'. <r, y),~hor(~yEy). 
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PROPOSITION 1.4. For a local ring A the groups St’(2, A) and St’,(2, A) 
are equal. 
Proof Let V, denote the normal subgroup of St(2, A) generated by the 
relations (S3) and (S4). Then I/, c W(2, A) and we have to show that these 
groups are equal. Now Proposition 1.5 below implies that every element 
from S( 1, A) is a product of Dennis-Stein symbols, and that for every 
y-pair (x-“, xy) with xY, xv E S( 1, A) the element x-“. X-F’ is contained in Vi, 
hence in fact I’, and W(2, A) coincide. 
In the following we use the convention w,(O) := 1. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let A be a local ring. Every y-pair (x.“, x?) has a 
presentation in Sti(2, A) of the form 
x- = p. h,(E”) w,(uy) x-,(c) x,(dy) 
x,. = P . (P, Y > . h&J w,(v) x-,(Yc) x,(d), 
where p is a product of Dennis-Stein symbols, E? = 1 + py, E,, = 1 + yp and 
v=O, ifyErad A. 
ProoJ: It is enough to show that the normal form stated in the 
proposition is stable under multiplication from the right by x-,(a), 
x-,(~a), resp. We have to distinguish two cases: 
Case 1. 1 +dya =:aeA*. 
Let ey := 1 + ady, oy := 1 + yad. We get 
and 
xP.x-,(a)=p.h,(~~) w,(vy)(dy, a>, h,(ay) 
.x_,((~~c~+o~a).x,((~-‘dy) 
x,x-,(~a)= P. (P, y).h&) w,(v)(d, ya>,h,(o,) 
~x~.(o,,.yca+a,ya)x,(a~‘d). 
Since rry. y = y. cry, the x8-terms on the right-hand side are of the right 
shape. Thus we are left with the consideration of 
and 
(p, ~):h,(~~)~w,(v)(d~ w):h,(~,). 
If v = 0, we get the result from Lemma 1.3 and Lemma 1.1. If v # 0, note, 
that (Sl) and (S2) imply that 
h,(u) w,(u) h,(u)-’ = w,(uvu). 
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This together with (S3) yields 
W,(UYKdY, a>, h,(aY) = (dy, a>, Ma”) w,(u-‘uy(a’)-‘) 
and 
w,(u). (4 ~a>, Ua,)= Cd ~a),+,(~,) wW’4o,)-‘). 
Since ~(0’) ~ ’ = (eY) ~ ’ y, the w,-terms are right and we finish as above. 
Case 2. 1 +dyaEradA. 
Thus a = -y- ‘d-~ i + q with q E rad A. In view of Case 1 we may assume 
that q=O. Thus 
xY.x-.(a)=p.h,(~“) w&y)xp.(c+y-‘d-l) w,(dy) 
= P . Ud W,(UY) w,(4) 4 -&cdy - dy) 
and 
x,~x-,(Y~=P (P, v>,%(Q w,W-.(yc+d-‘1 w,(d) 
=P. <P, YWLCE,) w,(u) wm(d)x,(-&cd-d) 
by (S2). Thus we are done, if u = 0. If u # 0 we have to look at 
W,(UY) w,(dy) and w,(u) w,(d). 
As an easy consequence of (Sl) and (S3) we have w,(u)= w-J --u-l), 
hence we get 
w,(u) w,(d)=x,W-.(-u-l) x,(u) w,(d) 
=x,(u) xp,( -up’) w-J -d-l) xp,( -dp’zS1) 
=x,(u)x-.(-(uY+d-‘))x,(d)x_.(-dp’-d-.’udp’) 
= (u, -(up1 +d-‘&A,(-d-b) 
and similarly 
w,(uy) w,(dy)= (uy, -y~‘(u~‘+d~‘))..h,(-y-‘d-‘uy), 
hence again we can proceed as in Case 1. 
The following corollary motivates the construction cf a model of 
St’(2, A) in Section 3: 
COROLLARY 1.6. Let A be a local ring. Every x E St’(2, A) has a presen- 
tation 
x = P . &Au). w,(u) x-,(c) x,(d), 
where p is a product of Dennis-Stein symbols (a, b >, 
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Let U, denote the image of S(1, A) in St’(2, A). We have shown so far 
that U, is generated by the symbols (a, b ),, which satisfy the relations 
(S4) and those of Proposition 1.1(a), (b), (d). The group U, fits into the 
exact sequence 
In Section 3 we shall show that the relations we just mentioned are a com- 
plete set of defining relations. Furthermore the easy fact that E(2, A) n 
GL(1, A) = [A*, A*] will follow from our considerations in the next sec- 
tion. 
2. STEINBERG SYMBOLS AND DENNIS-STEIN SYMBOLS 
For any ring A the group D,(A) is defined by generators (a, h), where 
1 + ab E A*, subject to the relations 
(Rl) (a, b). (-b, -a) = 1 
WI Cay, b). (ba, Y> = <a,yb) 
(R3) (a,b).(c,n>.((u,b))~‘=(“c,“d), 
where z=(l +ub)(l +ba)-’ 
(R4) (u,b)~~(~~‘u,c-b)=(u,c),where~=1+ub,E*=1+bu. 
Here we used again the notation “(a, b ) = (uu, bu ~ ’ ) for u E A*. 
Remark 2.1. (i) It is not difficult to show that D,(A) coincides with 
the group defined by Dennis in [4] (cf. [ 13, Lemma 2.21). 
(ii) Sometimes it is more convenient to replace (R4) by 
(R4’) (a, +a,, b) =‘(dz,, b)“-‘. (a,, b), 
where E= 1 +a,b, E*= 1 +bu,. 
Again, it is easy to see that (R4) and (R4’) are equivalent in the presence 
of (Rl) and (R3). 
The results of Section 1 show that we have a surjective homomorphism 
D,(A) -+ U,, (a, 6) + (a, b),, if A is local. In Section 3 we show that this 
in fact is an isomorphism. This section is devoted to the study of D,(A) via 
Steinberg symbols. 
We define D,(A) to be the group generated by {u, u}, U, u E A*, subject 
to the relations 
(Vl) {U, 1 -U> = 1 
(V2) {MU, w} =“{u, w}. {u, w} 
(V3) (24, u} . {u, u} = 1. 
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The following relations are consequences of (Vl)-(V3). Since there are two 
more relations to come, we start with (V6): 
LEMMA 2.2. The following relations hold in D,,(A): 
(V6) (u, 0). {u’, u’> . {u, u} -’ = cU~“‘{~‘, u’} 
(V7) {u,uw}={u,u}~“{u,w} 
(V8) {u, u} =“{u-l, u> 
(V9) {l,u)=l 
(VlO) {U, uw} . {u, WU} . {w, UU} = 1 
(Vll) {[U, u], w> = (U, u} . II’(U) U}. 
Proof (V7) follows at once from (V2) and (V3). In [ 17, Lemma 1.11, it 
is shown that (V6) follows from (V2) and (V7) and that (V8), (V9), (Vll) 
follow from (V2) and (VlO). Now by Lemma 2.9 in [ 133 (VlO) is a con- 
sequence of (V3), (V6) and (V7). 
Remark 2.3. (i) Lemma 1.1 in [17] implies that (Vl), (V2) and (VlO) 
are a defining set of relations for D,,(A). 
(ii) In [ 133 we included the relation {u, -U} = 1 in the definition of 
D,(A). This is, however, inconvenient for our present purposes. 
From now on we assume that A is local. 
We introduce two more relations. The first one is 
(V4) {u, -24) = 1 
To formulate the second one, let us introduce the following abbreviation: 
((4 4)) := {k 1+ P}. 
If UEA*, let “((u,q))= ((“u, “4)). Thus “((u,q))=“{u, 1 +qu}. The 
relation now reads 
(V5) ((u,, 4)). “““‘(((1 +ulq)-’ u2,q)) 
= ((u,, 4)). “““‘(((1 +u,q)-’ u2,q)h 
ifqEradAandu,+u,=v,+u,EradA. 
This relation is the analog of (S7) in [6]. Let b,(A) be the quotient of 
D,(A) by the relations (V4) and (V5). 
LEMMA 2.4. {u, II} + (u( v - 1 ), u ~ ’ ) defines a homomorphism 
cp: &(A) + D,(A). 
ProoJ We have shown in [ 13, Proposition 2.1 l] that {u, u} + 
(u(u- l), UP’) vanishes on (Vlt(V4). Thus we only have to consider 
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(V5). Now, by definition ((u, q)) maps to (uqu, up’) = (-u, -4) * 
(qu, 1) by (R2) and (Rl ). Since (a, 1) = 1 for all a as a consequence of 
(R2), we see that ((u, q)) maps to ( -U, -4). Thus the left-hand side of 
(V5) maps to (-u,, -q)~1+y”1(-(1+u,q)~1u2, -q), which is equal 
to (-24-u,, -q ) by (R4’). Since u1 + u2 = u, + u2 relation (V5) vanishes 
in D,(A). 
LEMMA 2.5. Relation (V5) may be replaced by 
(V5’) <(UlY 4))’ “““‘(((1 +wr’ 43 4)) 
= (((Ul +u*-- lN1 +4)r17 4)h 
ifq, u,+u,EradA. 
Proof Clearly (VS’) implies (V5). Conversely, let u, = (24, +u,- 1) 
(1 +q)r’, o,=(l+(~~+~,)q)(l+q)~‘. Then u,,u,~A* and u,+u,= 
u1 + ua. In view of (V5) we have to show that (( (1 + olq)-’ u2, q)) = 1. 
But this follows from (V9), since 1 + u, q = u2. 
We need one more preliminary lemma, which is the non-commutative 
analog of Proposition 1.5(a) in [6]. 
LEMMA 2.6. Assume ul, u2, u, + u2 E A*. Then 
((Ul +u2,4)) = <<Ul, 4)). ‘+y”‘(((l +wr’ u*> s>> 
holds in D,( A)/( V4). 
Proof. Let g:= l+u,q, 8=1+qu,. We have 
8((o-1u2, q)) = “{a-‘u,, 1 +qa+u,} 
= “(6’u*, 1 +BVqu,} 
= “{a-lu2, &--I 
(1 +q(u,+u2))) 
= 1 8, c-‘u2}. (a-‘u,, 1 + q(u, + u,)} 
={8,u,}~“‘{8,u,‘cr-‘u2}~ {o-‘u2, 1 +q(z4,+u2)} 
by (V7) and (V3) and 
<<Ul + u234)) = u-lu~{u~lo(u, + u,), 1 +q(u, + u,,) 
by (V2), hence we have to sh~~~l.i. ’ +‘(” +‘,)I 
~-‘“2{u~‘o(u1 + u,), 1 +q(u, + u,)} = “‘(8, U;‘a+u,}. 
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Now 1 - u,‘a(u, + u2) = -u~‘uI(l + q(u, + u,)), hence 
{z@J(U’ + #*), 1 +q(u, + 24,)) (v7W) 2.42 ‘0 2.41+ u*), -u;‘u*} 
= {U~h’u;’ 24’ l4* , 24’ ‘u2 (+ )-- ii-( 
(v2gv’) {u;‘oul, -qlu2} 
Thus we have to show 
“‘{ -u;‘u2, #;‘a-‘u,} = “‘(8, q’a-‘U2}. 
The left-hand side is equal to 
{ -u,u,‘, g-‘u2q’} (v7P4) { -u,u;‘, o-‘} 
and the right-hand side is equal to 
{ 0, 0 4u*u11} (vp) o-‘{o, -u2u;l} (g) { -u,u,l, @}. 
Remark. Note that the lemma implies that (V5) holds without the 
restriction u1 + u2 E rad A. 
For a wide class of local rings the groups D,(A) and DO(A) coincide: 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let A be a local ring. If A/rad A # F, the groups 
D,(A) and s,(A) coincide. 
Proof: Let us first show that {u, -U} = 1 holds in D,(A). This is 
always true, if 1 - u E A*. Thus assume u E 1 mod rad A. By assumption we 
find u E A*, such that 1 - u E A*, hence 1 - uzi E A* as well. Thus 
1 = {uu, -UU} (v= “(0, -MI}. (U, -uu}. 
BY (V7) 
{u, -uu}={u,u}~~(u, -u}={u,u}, 
hence “(u, - UU} = “{u, u >, and 
(24, -uu} = {u, -u}.“{u, u}. 
Thus the claim follows from (V3). 
As a consequence note that the relation of Lemma 2.6 holds in D,(A) 
now. To show that (V5’) holds in D,(A), we distinguish two cases: 
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Case 1. u,-lEA*. 
From Lemma 2.6 we get 
(((u,+~2-1)(1+q)-1,q)) 
= (((u,- 1)(1+4)-‘7 4)) 
. (l+qul)(l+q)-‘(((l +q)(l +u,q)--1 u,(l+q)-l, q)) 
=(((U1-l)(l+q)-1,q))~1+““y((l+~lq)-1~2~q))~ 
Again by Lemma 2.6 
(((4 - l)(l +4)r13 4)) 
=((-(l+q)-l,q)).‘l+~‘-‘(((l+q)~l(l+q)-l~q)) 
(v= ((Ul, 4)). 
Case 2. U, E 1 mod rad A. 
By assumption we find u E A*, suchthatl-uEA*,henceu,-uEA*.By 
Lemma 2.6: 
((Ul, 4)) = ((uv 4)). l+q”(((l +WY(u,-a 4)) 
and 
(((~1+~2-1)(1+q)~1,4)) 
= ((u, 4)). ‘+““(((1+~q)-‘(~,+~,--v,q)) 
by Case 1 above. Hence we have to show that 
l+q”(((l +e?Y(~* +u,--v),q)) 
=1+““(((1+uq)-1(u,-u),q))~1+~“‘(((l+u,q)-1u2,q)). 
Again this is true by Lemma 2.6. 
Our main result is now the following: 
PROPOSITION 2.8. For any local ring A the map cp: s,(A) -+ D,(A) is an 
isomorphism. 
Proof: We want to construct an inverse to cp: Let $ be defined on 
generators by 
$((a,b))={l+&b} if bEA* 
={-a,l+ba} if UEA* 
= ((-(1 +a)(1 -b)-‘, -b)) if a, borad A. 
4x1 9s IL13 
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If a, b E A*, we have 
{l+ab,b}=(l+ab, -a-‘(-ab)} 
(“‘gvl) { 1 + ab, va-‘} 
=a{l+ba, -a-‘} 
(v=8){-a, l+ba}, 
hence $ is well-defined. Let us show first that it is inverse to cp. If b E A*, 
we have by (V8) 
which maps to (a, 6) under cp. If aE A*, we have { -a, 1 + ba} = 
(( -a, -b)), which maps to (a, b), as was shown in the proof of 
Lemma 2.4. Assume now that a, b E rad A. By (VS’) 
((-(l+a)(l-b)-‘, -6)) 
= (( 1, -b)) . (1 -b)-’ <<-Cl -b)(l +a), -b)), 
which maps to (a, b ) by (R4’). Thus in order to prove the proposition, we 
have to show that $ vanishes on (Rl )-(R4’). 
(Rl) Assume that aE A*. Then (a, b). (-b, -a) maps to 
{ -a, 1 + ba} . { 1 + ba, -a}, which is trivial by (V3). Similarly, if b E A*. 
Thus assume a, b E rad A. Then the image is 
((-(1 +a)(1 -6)-l, -b)). ((-(1 -b)(l +a)-‘, -a)). 
Now l+ab=(l+a)(l-b)-‘(l+ba)(l+a)-l(l-b), hence 
((-(1 -b)(l +a)-‘, -a)) 
={-(l-b)(l+a)~l,(l+ab)(l+a)~l) 
=(l+a)(L--h)-‘{ -(l -b)(l +a)-‘, (1 +ba)(l +a)-‘} 
‘V=8’{(l+b~)(l+a)~‘, -(l+a)(l-b)-‘) 
(v2~v4) ((1 +ba)(l -b)-‘, -(l +a)(1 -b)-‘}, 
hence again the claim follows from (V3). 
(R2) We write this relation in the more symmetric way 
(-ay, -b) . ( -ba, -y) . (-yb, -a) = 1. 
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Let us assume first that at least two of the three entries are units, say, a, y. 
Then the image equals 
{uy,l+buy}~{l+bay, -y}.{l+yba, -u}, 
Now by (V2) 
hence the relation vanishes by (V3). 
Assume now that two of the entries lie in the radical, say, b, y. We 
reduce this to the previous case using (R4’): 
(-uy, -b)=(-a, -b). l+b”((l+.b)-lu(l-y), -b)(l+ba)-’ 
(-bu, -y)= l+b”(-bu,(l+bu)-l(l-y))(‘+b”)-‘~(-bu, -1) 
(-yb, -a)=(-b, -a). “““((1 +bu)-‘(1 - y) 6, -u)(~+~~)-‘. 
Let u = -( 1 + bu)-‘( 1 - y). Thus UE A* and using (R3) we can rewrite the 
relation as 
1 +ab( euau, -6)” +&-I. ‘+ab( -bu, eu)” +ab)-’ 
. 1 +ob( -&, -u)” +ab)-‘. (-a, -b).(-bu, -1).(-b, -u)=l. 
Thus we have a product of two relations of type (R2), where the number of 
entries that are units has been increased by 1. Thus we are done. 
(R3) This is obvious by (V6). 
(R4’) If b E A * the relation maps to 
{l+(ul+u,)b,b)={l+u,b,b}~l+b”~{l+(l+u,b)-lu,b,b} 
which is true by (V6) and (V2). 
Let us assume b E rad A. We distinguish several cases. 
Case 1. a,, u2, a, +u,,EA*. 
Then the relation maps to 
((-(u~+u,), -b))=((-a,, -b))~i+b”l((-(l+u,b)-lu,, -b)), 
which holds by Lemma 2.6. 
Case 2. a,, u2 E A*, a, + u2 E rad A. 
This time the relation holds by (V5’). 
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Case 3. a, E A *, a, E rad A. 
We have to show 
CC -(aI +ad, -b)) 
= ((-a,, -b)). “b”‘((-(l+(l+a,b)-‘a,)(l-b)-‘, -b)). 
Note that l+(l+a,b)-‘a,=(l+a,b)-‘(l+a,b+a,). We apply (V5) 
with u1 = -a,, u2= -(l+a,b+a,)(l-b)pl, ul= -(l-b)-‘, v2= 
-(al + a2)( 1 - b)-‘. Then u1 + u2 = vi + v2 = -( 1 + a1 + a2)( 1 - 6)-l. For 
the right-hand side we get 
((-(I -b)-‘, -b)). (l-b)-’ (<-(I -b)(a, +a,)(1 -b)-‘, -6)) 
= <(-(al+a2h -b)) 
by (V4). 
Case 4. a,EradA, a,EA*. 
We have to show 
((-(a, +a,), -b)) 
= ((-(1 +a,)(1 -b)-‘, -6))s l+ha’(( -(l +a,b)-’ a2, -6)). 
Let u,= -(l+a,)(l-b)-‘, u2= -a,(l-b))‘. Then again u,+u,= 
-( 1 + a, + a2)( 1 - b)-’ and the right-hand side equals 
(<u,, -b)). ‘-““‘(((1 -u,b)-’ u2, -b)), 
hence we can proceed as in Case 3. 
Case 5. a,, a,Erad A. 
We have to show 
((--(1 +a,+a,)(l -b)-‘, -b)) 
= ((-(1 +a,)(1 -b)-‘, -b)) 
ltba’(( -(l +a,b)-‘(1 +a,b+a,)(l -b)-‘, -b)). 
Let ul= -(l +a,)(1 -b)-‘, u2= -(l +alb+a2)(l -b)-2, VI = 
-( 1 -b)-‘, v2 = -(l + a, + a,)(1 - b)-2 and apply (V5) again. 
Remark. Our result implies that the set of relations given by Dennis 
and Stein in [6] is redundant. In fact, the relations (S5) and (S6) in their 
list are the images of (R2) under $ in case that none or only one of the 
entries is a unit. Mimicking the reduction step in our proof one can show 
directly that these relations are consequences of the other relations, if A is 
local. 
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3. THE MAIN THEOREM 
It follows from the results of Section 1 that the canonical map (a, b) + 
(a, b ), gives a surjective homomorphism from D,(A) to U, . We want to 
prove 
THEOREM 3.1. For a local ring A the groups U, and D,(A) are 
isomorphic. 
Before we start with the proof, which will occupy the rest of this section, 
we draw some consequences. Let 
{u, u}= := h,(uo) h,(u)-’ h,(u)-’ for U, DE A*. 
By Lemma 1.5 of [13], {u, u}~= (u(u- l), u-‘)~, hence the results of the 
preceding section show that U, is generated by {u, u}~. In particular this 
implies that E(2, A)nGL(l, A) = [A*, A*], if A is local. 
COROLLARY 3.2. If A is local, there is a short exact sequence 
O+K,(A)-+D,(A)+[A*,A*]+O. 
COROLLARY 3.3. If A is local with AJrad A # (Fz, there is a short exact 
sequence 
O+K,(A)+D,(A)+[A*,A*]+O. 
Clearly Corollary 3.3 includes Rehmann’s result [ 171 about the K2 of a 
skew field, since the case A = IF, is entirely trivial. 
If we apply the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence to the exact sequence 
of Corollary 3.2 we get 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let A be a local ring. There is an exact sequence 
H,(D,(A))~H,(CA*,A*l)-+K,(A)~H,(D,(A))~H,(CA*,A*l)-,O. 
Remark. Since a local ring has stable rank 1, the results of [13] show 
that U, is isomorphic with the group D,(A) of general Dennis-Stein sym- 
bols of length 4. In principle it is possible to give a direct proof that the 
groups D,(A) and D,(A) are isomorphic, if A is local, but this approach is 
technically much more complicated than the one chosen here, where we 
imitate the proof of [ 131 with a different normal form. 
The idea of the proof of Theorem 3.1 is the following: Imitating the nor- 
mal form of Corollary 1.6 we start with a set T := D,(A) x A* x A* u 
(0) x A’. The non-uniqueness of the normal form leads to an equivalence 
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relation “ N ” on T. The quotient T := ,/“w” is a good model for the 
modified Steinberg group St’(2, A). Now we define left translations lP(d) on 
T. The hard part is to show that these left translations satisfy the defining 
relations (Sl )-(S4) of St’(2, A). Thus we get a homomorphism from 
St’(2, A) to the group 8 generated by the l,(d). Since it will be clear from 
the construction that the composite map D,(A) --t St’(2, A) + .Z is injec- 
tive, this finishes the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
Since for the rest of this paper we are working with D,(A) we simply 
write {u, u} for its image in Dl(A). It is easy to see that the following 
relations are true in D,(A): 
LEMMA 3.5. (i) (a,O)=(O,a)=l 
(ii) “(a,b)={u,l+ab}.(a,b) 
(a,b)“=(a,b)~{l+ba,u-‘} 
(iii) (a, b) = (b, -Ep’a)“m’= “( -bs-‘, a), 
wheres=l+ab,E^=l+ba. 
Let xc T’. We write x suggestively as 
x = p. h”,(u). i+,(u) 2-,(a) Z-,(b). (+I 
If o = 0 or a = 0 or b = 0 we omit the corresponding terms. Let us look at 
the subset D,(A) x A* of T. We define a group structure on this set by 
(p . Km(u)) 0 (p’ . F&d)) = p . y-’ . {u, u’} . J&u). 
To verify that this indeed yields a group, we have to check the cocycle con- 
dition 
{u, u’ } . { u’u, 24”) = “{u’, u”} . {u, d’u’}. 
By (VlO) this is equivalent with 
(u, u’} = U{z4’, un> {uu”, u’), 
which follows from (V2). 
Let us denote by G the set D,(A) x A* endowed with the group structure 
“0.” G acts on T’ from the left by x + gx = (go&(u)). GJu) Z-,(a) i,(b), 
where x is given by ( + ), 
We have an obvious map K from the set 7” to E(2, A), which sends an 
XE T’ given by (+) to 
4P)U 0 
0 u-l > E-a(a) -%(b), if v=O 
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and to 
where rr:D,(A)+A* is defined by 7~((c,d))=(l+cd)(l+dc)-I. We 
introduce a relation “k” on T’ in the following way: Let x be given by (+ ) 
and x’ by 
x’=p’4Ju’)~~,,(u’)~X~,(a’)l,(b’) 
and assume K(X) = rc(x’). 
(++I 
Case 1. If v = v’ = 0, we necessarily have a = a’, b = b’, u = u’ and we 
define 
x-x’ if p = p’, hence x = x’. 
Case 2. If v#O, o’=O, we have b-b’=:wEA*, a= -we*= -a’, 
u’= -w-l vu and we define 
x-x’ if p’=p.“(u, -(v-‘+w-I)). 
Case 3. If v=O, v’#O we again have b-b’=:wEA*, a= -w-l= 
-a’, 24’ = v ‘- ‘wu and we define 
x-x’ if p’=p.“(w,u’-‘-w-l). 
Case 4. If v, v’ # 0, we have a = a’, b = b’, u’ = v’ ~ ‘vu and we define 
X,-X’ if p’=p~“(u,~‘-‘-~~‘). 
LEMMA 3.6. “N” defines an equivalence relation on T’. 
Proof Note that in all cases the relation between p and p’ is of the 
form p’ = p. “(c, d) with U’ = (1 + dc) u. The verification of symmetry and 
transitivity leads in all cases to a relation of type (R4). 
LEMMA 3.7. Let x, x’ E T’ and g E G. Then 
x-x’=> gx.- gx’. 
ProoJ: Let g = p1 * h”,(u, ). Assume that x, x’ are given by ( + ), ( + + ), 
resp., and that p’ = p . “(c, d) with U’ = (1 + dc) u. Then 
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and we have to show that 
ul“( ,-, d)“;’ . {u,, E^u} = {u,, u} . u”‘(c, d), 
where 2 = 1 + dc. By (R3) the right-hand side equals “I’(c, d) cU+ll. { ul, u}, 
hence by Lemma 3S(ii) we have to show 
(6 Ul>. {h s> = (4 IIU,, 4). {Q u>. 
But both sides are equal to ‘{or, U> by (V7), resp., (Vll), together with 
073). 
Let T= T’/w and let [x] denote the class of x in T. Note that G still 
injects into T. 
DEFINITION OF LEFT TRANSLATIONS Z,(d). LetxE T’ be given in the form 
( + ). For any d E A define 
and 
d” = u dn(p) u if u=O 
= --vu dn(p) uu if u#O 
d,= u-h(p)-’ du-’ if u=O 
= -u -lu-l”f(p)-l du-l u-l if u #O. 
Case 1. u=O. 
We define 
lL,(d)(x)=p.h-,(u)K,(d”+a)Z?,(b) 
I,(d)(x)=p.“(d,, a).&(h) ~~J&z)~,(~-~d,+b) 
if E=: 1 +d,aeA* 
=p.h”,(u)G,,(-a-‘)I-,(-aqa)Zm(a-’+b) 
if q:= d,+a-‘EradA. 
Case 2. u #O. 
We define 
Z,(d)(x) = p $(u) i%,,(u) L.(d, + a) TZ,(b) 
I-~(d)(x)=p~“(d”,a)~~,(E*~)~,(~-’~E*-~)K_.(~u)~,(~-~d~+b) 
if E := 1 +d”uEA* 
‘P’“(U, --u-l +a)*Jim(auu)I-,(-aqa)~7,(b+a-1) 
if q := d” + u-l E rad A. 
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It follows at once from the definition and the group structure on G that the 
following lemma holds: 
LEMMA 3.8. Let g=p, .&(u~)E G. Then 
L(dNgx) = gua(dg)(xN 
f-,(d)(gx) = q-,(dg)(X)). 
Next we have to show that the action of I,(d) on T’ factors through T: 
LEMMA 3.9. Zfx-x’ we have I,(d)(x)-l,(d)(x’). 
Proof. Let x, x’ be given by ( + ), ( + + ), resp. There is nothing to show 
if u = u’ = 0. Thus by symmetry we may assume u’ # 0. Furthermore in view 
of Lemma 3.7 and Lemma 3.8 we may assume that p = u = 1. 
Case 1. u#O. 
Thus p’= (u,u’-l-u-‘) and u’=u’-Iv. Since d’=d”’ and d,=d,, we 
only have to consider f-,(d): If 1 + d”a =: E is a unit we have to show 
(u, uI-I -u-‘). lr’u (d’, a) = (d”, a). “(e-W*, 8(u’-’ -0-l) E) 
with 2= 1 +ad”. By (R3) and Lemma 3S(ii) the right-hand side equals 
(~,a).~&~‘(u,o’~l-u~l)~-’ 
= u,u’-1-u 
< 
-1y’. (d”, a) 
= (u, ‘)-1-u-’ ).{u’-‘u,~}.(d~,a) 
= o,u’-‘-u-‘). ( “‘m’“(dy, a). 
Ifg:= d”+a-‘EradA we have to show 
(& u!-1 -upl). C’Y (u’, -u’-‘+a)= (u, -u-‘+a), 
which is true by (R4). 
Case 2. u=O. 
We only treat the case /?= ~1, the other one being similar. Let w  = 
b-b’= -a-‘. If c:= l+d,aEA*, we have to show 
(w,u’-l-w-l )=(d,,a)~E(~8~‘,u’~1-~~-‘) 
with 2= 1 +ad,. The left-hand side equals { --aP1u’-‘, a} = {a-‘, u’+l} 
and the right-hand side (a-l, 2). ‘(a-‘, 6-l~‘~~). Hence the claim follows 
from (V7). The case that q := d, + a-’ E rad A is obvious. 
Let 2’ be the group generated by all I,(d). We want to show that the 
defining relations (Sl )-(S4) of St’(2, A) hold in 2’. Lemma 3.8 shows that 
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we may restrict our attention to elements of the form x = E’,(u) 
K.(a) K,(b). Furthermore we may assume that b=O. To see this define 
right translations T,(C) by 
[x] r,(c) = [p * h”,(u) G’,(u) L,(a) T?,(b + c)]. 
Then it is clear that these commute with l,(d). 
PROPOSITION 3.10. f,(c) I,(d) = I,(c + d) holds in Y. 
Proof Since the case v # 0 is obvious, we may assume that x = L,(a). 
Case 1. Assume that E := 1 + da E A * and let g = (d, a ) . h,(8), 
6 = 1 + ad. Then we have 
I,(d)[x] = [g..L,(tu) 3?,(&-Id)]. 
(a) Assume 0 := 1 + c$u E A*. Then 
I,(c)Z,(d)[x]= [(d,u).“(c,,8u).~~(BE*)~-~(B~~)~~(~-’c,+&-’d)]. 
Now 1 +(c+d)u=E+cu=e(l +E-‘cu)=za, since c,=E-~c~-’ and 
1 + u(c + d) = 68, hence (c + d, a) is defined and we get 
l,(c+d)[x]=[(c+d,u).~~(BE*)~~.(8~u)~?,(o-’&-’(c+d)]. 
Thus we have to show 
which follows from (R4’). 
(b) Assume q := c,+ u-‘C’ Erad A. This leads to 
Z,(c+ d)[x] = [S,( -a-‘) L,( -u&q&) &(a-‘)], 
Hence we have to show 
(d, a) = (-a-‘, u-‘-u-%‘), 
which is true, since both sides are equal to {u-l, 6). 
(c+d,a)=(-up’,a-$a). 
Again, both sides are equal to {a ~ ‘, 6). 
(b) The case 1 + (c + d) a E rad A is obviously true. 
For a unit s let us define W,(s) := I,(s) 1-J --s-I) l,(s). The action of 
W,(s) on [x] is computed as follows: 
LEMMA 3.11. Let x=p.h”,(u) ~Ju)~~,(a ) i,(b). Then 
~,b)Cxl = CPU4 fich,) Lx(a) k(b)1 if v=o 
= [p. ,‘(s’, -(s’-1+11-‘))4,(-u -‘s’u) Z-,(a) n,(b)], 
s’=u-‘7t(p)-‘su-1, if v # 0. 
Proof: We may assume p = u = 1, b = 0. 
Case 1. v=O. 
(a) Assume 1 +sa=: .sE A*. Then we get 
W,(s)[xl = [(s, a> .h”,(E) G’,WIS) a-,(a)], 
hence the claim follows from the fact that s ~ ‘.s - s- ’ = a. 
(b) Assume that q := s + a-1 E rad A. Then we get 
W,(s)[x] = [(apls-‘apl, -aqa) . Ji,( -~~‘a-‘) I?,,( -sas) z..,(a)]. 
This time we have to show 
(ap’s-‘a-‘, -aqa) = (s, -3-l --s-‘a-‘sp’), 
which is true, since both sides are equal to {-a-‘, -s-l}. 
Case 2. v #O. 
Similar to the proof of Proposition 3.10 it is easy to see that 
(IL,(s)))’ = I-,( --s), hence W,(s)-’ = I+‘,( --s), thus this case reduces to 
the previous one. 
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Case 2. Assume q := d + a- ’ E rad A. Then we get 
l,(c)l,(d)[x] = [GJ-a-‘)Z-J-aca-aqa)&(apl)]. 
(a) Assume that E := 1 + (c + d) a E A*. Then 
f,(c+d)[x] = [(c+d, a>.h,(E*)~.,(E*a)~.,(&-‘(c+d))] 
and we have to show 
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Now we can prove the second Steinberg relation: 
PROPOSITION 3.12. W,(s) Z_,(d) = I,( -sds) W,(S). 
Proof Again we may assume x = G,(u) Z-_,(a). Since the case u =0 is 
easy, let us assume u # 0. 
Cm? 1. & := 1 +d”uEA*. 
From Lemma 3.11 we get 
W,(s)E~,(d)[x]= [(dx,u)J(E-lSE*-l, -qs-l+u-l)&) 
4$-W’s) Rp,(&z) 2.,(&-w)] 
and 
I,(-sds) W,(s)[x]=[(s, -(s-‘+u-1)). -“-‘yd-~,u) 
4ia( -W’s) 2:_,(&2) a,(&-‘&)]. 
We have to show 
(8, a). 6(&-‘St-‘, -8(s-’ + u-1) E) = (s, -(s-’ + u-1). -“-‘“(d”, a). 
This equation is true by (R3) and Lemma 3S(ii) as in the proof of 
Lemma 3.9, Case 1. 
Case 2. q:= #+a-‘EradA. 
We get 
W,(s) ~-,(4Cxl 
= [(u, -0-l + a) h,(uu) %,(a-‘u-‘so-‘a-‘) 2-J -uqu) &(a-‘)] 
and 
L( -sds) ~&)Cxl 
= [(s, -(s, -(S-1+u-1)))~~(-u-1S)~)a(-u-‘)f--OL(-uqu)~~(u-’)], 
hence have to show 
(u, -u-l +a) = (s, -(s-‘+u-1)). -u-‘s( -a-‘, a+~~s-‘u~). 
Now 
(IA -u-‘+a)=(-u,u} 
(s, -(s-l + u-l)) = i-s, -u-l> 
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(V2gV4) u-- Is{  - -a ,  s-lua} 
(v= {-u-l& -u> . { -0, Lz} 
(V2gJ4) u-‘{ -S, -u}. {-II, u} 
2) {-u-l, -s} . {-u, a}, 
hence the claim follows from (V3). 
For s E A* we define H,(s) := W,(s) I+‘,( - 1). Then the action of H,(s) 
on [x] is as it should be: 
LEMMA 3.13. H,(s)[x] = ‘ti(“)[x]. 
ProoJ As a consequence of Propositions 3.10 and 3.12 we have 
H,(s) W,(u) = W&us) H,(s), 
hence we may assume x = Z_,(a). From Lemma 3.11 we get 
ff,(sN-xl= CC& -(s-l- 1)) Ji(dL(41, 
hencetheclaim,since (s,-(SC’--l))={-s,l+s)=l. 
To treat the relations (S3) and (S4) we have to introduce the analog of 
the Dennis-Stein symbols: Let 
s(c,d):= I,(c)l_.(d)I,(-&~‘C)f_,(--E*d).H,(E*)~’ 
if&:= l+cd~A* and E^=l+dc. 
The hardest part of the whole proof of Theorem 3.1 is the verification of 
the following 
PROPOSITION 3.14. s(c, d)[x] = CC,d)[~]. 
Proof: We may assume that x = G,(u) Z-,(a). 
Case 1. v = 0. 
In view of Lemma 3.13 we have to show 
1,( --E-‘C) I-,( -&I)[.?-.(a)] 
=I_,(-d)Z,(-c)[(c,d).h-,(E*)~-.(a)]. 
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(a) Assume that o := E --E~‘CUE A* and let b = C-- UC.%‘. Then 
l-E-‘~(a-M)=o and l-(a-M)E-‘c=& and we get 
I,( --E-b) I-,( -E*d)[X] 
= [( --E-Q, a-.td) h”,(cqi~.(b(u-~d))1,(-a-‘&-‘c)]. 
Since 1 -~-‘cE*-‘u=s-~~ and 1 --as-‘&’ =8F1 we get 
Z-A -4 L( -c)C<c, 4 h”,(~) L(a)1 
= [(c, d) * “( --E-‘&l, u)4~(&)~?_,(b(u-~d)).z~(-a-‘&-‘c)]. 
Hence we have to show 
(-Ep’c,u-kd)=(c,d).“^(-EplcE^F1,u). 
The right-hand side equals by Lemma 3.5(ii) and (R4) 
(c,d).‘(~-lc, -E*?u)~“-‘=(c,d).“(~&, -E*-1u)~{k-18, --E*} 
= (c, d-t-l,). {.c-‘8, -2) 
and the left-hand side equals 
(c,d-E*?u)pE-‘= (c, d-E*-‘,). {E*6’&, --E*}, 
hence the claim follows from (V2) and (V4). 
(b) Assume that q := - E- ‘c + (a - 2d) - ’ E rad A and put s := 
a - id, Then we get 
I,( --EClc) 1-J -E^d)[L.(u)] = [I%,,( -s-l) L,( -sqs) Qs~‘)], 
hence 
IL,(d) I,( --EC’c) ZL,( -E*d)[L.(u)] 
= [(-s-l ds--‘, -sqs) 
. h,(Q) Em( -7 - ‘s-‘t-l) a-,(*) a,( ---‘s-’ dsr’ +s-‘)I, 
where * denotes some element and 
T := 1 +s-‘dqs=s-lEI-‘u 
f := 1 +sqdsr’ =UE-‘s-‘. 
Since multiplication from the left by I,(c) only changes the *, we have to 
show 
(-s-‘ds~‘, -sqs)=(c,d).‘(-u-L,a-+sz). 
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This equation is slightly more complicated than the previous ones. Let us 
start with the left-hand side: By Lemma 3S(ii) we have 
(-s-l ds-‘, -sqs) = -‘-‘(d, q)’ 
= (T, -s} . (d, q){s-‘, f}. 
By (R4) we have 
(d, q). s-‘fs(+-’ d, -s-l) = (d, --EClc). 
It is easy to verify that 
s-‘fs 
<ST -‘s-Id, -s-l) = {~-‘a, E~Y}, 
hence for the left-hand side we get 
{z, -s} . (d, -EC%). {EC’S, s-b}. {s-l, t}. 
Now 
(s-1, z*} = (s-1, u&-k’} = (s-1, -U&C’ 
by (V7) and (V4) and 
{EC’S, s--l u} = {EC’, u} . {U&CIs, s-l} 
= {s-l, u} . {-U&C’, s-1) 
by (VlO), (V2) and (V4), hence for the left-hand side we finally get 
{T, -s}. (d, --EC’c). {EC’, u}. 
On the other hand by Lemma 3S(iii) 
(c, d) = (d, -EC’c)“+= (d, --E-‘c). {EC’, t} 
and 
“(--a-‘, a-fsz) = (6, EC%}. {E-*2, u} 
= 2, Ed} .&-I{& 7). {EC%, a}, 1 
hence we have to show 
(2, -s} . (d, --Ec~c). {E-I, u} = (d, --EK~c) .&-I{&, T>. {cLt, a} 
or by (R3) 
E-1t{t, -s}. {EC’, u} = &-‘{E*, T}. (&C’T, u}. 
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Now by (V7) 
E-Q(T) -s} = E-‘{E^, T} . E-‘{T, -h}, 
hence we are left to show 
&-‘(T, -&s} . {EC’, u} = {E&T, a}. 
But 
E-I{& -&y} /{T, -(J-l} k(T, -a} 
and the result now follows from (V2). 
Case 2. u # 0. 
We shall reduce this case to the previous one: We have to show 
Z,( --E-‘C) I-,( -E*d)[G,(u) K-,(a)] 
=z-,( -d) I,( -c)[(c, d) h”,(E*) G”,(u) ---,(a)]. 
By Lemma 3.11 and Proposition 3.12 the left-hand side equals 
W,(u) zL,(u-‘e-lcu-l) Z,(uldu)[l-,(a)]. 
Let p:= -uSdu, r:= --u-~E-‘cu-~, T:= l+pr=uE*uP1 and z*:= l+rp= 
u-l&z). Furthermore let g= (p, r) h”,(Q). By Case 1 the left-hand side is 
equal to 
W,(u) I,( -z-‘p) I-,( -fr)g-‘[Z-,l(a)] 
=1-,(-d) I,( -c) w,(u)“-‘[n-,(a)] 
= I-,( -d) I,( -c)“-‘[w,(ruf) L,(a)]. 
Hence we have to show that 
“[(c, d) h”,(8) @Ju) L,(a)] = [~t,(zuf) L,(a)] 
or 
Now 
(p, r).+(c, d)f-‘. {f, 8) = (zuf, u-l -f-‘u-‘r-l). 
(p,r)=“(-d, -c)-“={u,E*}.(-d, -c).{E, -up’} 
and-as is easily seen- 
(zuf, u-l -f--‘u-‘r-l) = (u, W’&U} = {?I, 2). E{u, u-‘&u}. 
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Thus we have to show 
( 4, -c) . (E, -u-l}. (o-l&U, &}(C, d) = E{u, v-l&u} 
or 
Now 
and 
{E, -u-l}. {u-‘&u, E} =&{u, u-l&u}. 
&{V, v -l&V} = {EV, U-‘EV}’ {V-‘&U, E} 
1 EU, U+EU} = {EU, -U-l} = {E, -U+). 
Immediately we get the following 
COROLLARY 3.15. In 9 the relations (S3) and (S4) hold. 
Thus we have a homomorphism St’(2, A) + 2 defined by x,(d) + I@(d) 
and the composite D,(A) + St’(2, A) -+ Y maps (a, 6) to ~(a, b), hence is 
injective. This finishes the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
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